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Abstract  
This study was aimed at validating a time-dependent model accounting for the influence of 
viscous effects of PPS matrix on the behaviour of C/PPS laminates at temperatures exceeding 
its Tg, when matrix viscoelasticity and viscoplasticity are prominent. This numerical model 
combines a linear spectral viscoelastic model and a generalized Norton-type viscoplastic 
model, and was implemented into the Finite Element code Cast3m. A Digital Image 
Correlation technique was used to validate the model’s ability to predict the response of TP-
based laminates subjected to complex stress states at T>Tg.  
 
 
1. Introduction  

 
High-performance thermoplastic (TP) resins, such as polyetheretherketone (PEEK) and 
polyphenylenesulfide (PPS), offer a promising alternative to thermosetting (TS) resins such as 
epoxies: high degree of chemical resistance, excellent damage and impact resistance, and they 
may be used over a wide range of temperatures [1]. In addition, it is well established that 
physical properties (Crystallinity rate and glass transition temperature Tg) of TP resins are 
closely associated with the mechanical behavior of Polymer Matrix Composites (PMCs) 
under high temperatures [2]. An overview of environment effects on performance of PMCs 
(TS and TP) is presented in [3]. Around their Tg, the nonlinear behavior (plastic and time-
dependent behaviors) of fiber-reinforced polymer composites becomes significant, especially 
under off-axis loading conditions. This nonlinear response, associated with the shear 
deformation of the polymer matrix along reinforcing fibers, is enhanced at high temperature 
depending on matrix nature and loading conditions [4-13]. While the ability to predict the 
behavior of composite structures is a major issue in design of engineering structures, there is 
still a lack of confidence into existing approaches for stress field analysis, especially for high 
gradient structures. Thus, there is a need to develop reliable numerical tools to account for 
their visco-elastic-plastic behaviours when materials are subjected to stress heterogeneities 
[14,15,16]. Over the past decades, several authors attempted to describe the time-dependent 
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behaviour of PMCs. For relatively low loading levels, the viscous behaviour is described as 
linear or nonlinear viscoelastic [17]. From the simple rheological formulation to the more 
complex approach of Schapery’s model [18], most of the viscoelastic models comes from 
polymers and was later adapted and extended to composite materials. When the load 
increases, viscoelastic models lose their accuracy, as the viscoplastic behaviour becomes 
predominant. Finally, most of the viscoelastic viscoplastic models are not able to predict 
accurately the viscous behaviours at the vicinity of Tg [19].  
 
 
2. Experimental investigations 
 
2.1. Materials and specimens 
 
The composite material studied in this work consists of a carbon fabric reinforced PPS 
prepreg laminates, whose fibers volume fraction is 50%. The reinforcement is a 5-harness 
satin weave of T300 3K carbon fibers supplied by Soficar and the matrix is a high 
performance TP (PPS) supplied by Ticona company, referenced as Fortron 0214. The 
material’s glass transition temperature is 95°C [14]. Tests were performed on [(+45,-45)]7 
specimens, whose viscous behaviour is exacerbated at temperatures higher than Tg. 
 

 
Figure 1.  Digital Image Correlation techniques for strain field measurements: experimental set-up 

 
2.2. Experimental procedure 
 
All the tests were performed using a 100 kN capacity load cell of a MTS 810 servo-hydraulic 
testing machine with a temperature control system. Tensile loadings were applied to high 
gradient structures: perforated [15,16] and double-notched [20]. Monotonic, creep-recovery 
and multi-relaxation tests have been performed at 120°C (service temperature for aircraft 
engine nacelles). Among the different methods available to localize or identify the damage 
induced by mechanical loading in high gradient structures, a Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 
technique can be considered because of its simplicity, its good accuracy and its ability to 
measure full-field strains [21,22], even at high temperatures [15,16,23]. During tensile 
loading, a Region Of Interest (ROI) is filmed near the geometrical singularity (see Fig. 1) with 
a CCD video camera (659*493 pixels resolution), and through the window of the thermal 
chamber. 
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3. Numerical modelling  
 
3.1 Constitutive laws of a time-dependent model 
 
In order to apprehend the viscous behaviours of C/PPS laminates at T>Tg, a numerical 
modelling consisting of a viscoelastic spectral and a generalized Norton-type viscoplastic 
formulation developed for TS-based composites have been adopted [14]. Under the 
assumption of small strains, the total strain is usually divided into three different parts: 
 

                    � = �� + ��� + ���                        (1)  

 
3.1.1 Viscoelastic model 
In order to predict the viscoelastic behavior of PMCs, a viscoelastic spectral linear model was 
used [14]. It lays on a decomposition of the viscoelastic strain rate ����	in elementary 

mechanisms 	
 	associated with a relaxation time spectrum: 
 

���� = ∑ ξ� ����                               (2) 

 
The viscoelastic formulation assumes a Gaussian distribution (see Fig. 2) of the relaxation 
mechanisms weights according to �
 = exp	(�(���, relaxation time of the ith mechanism.  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Gaussian spectral lay-out of the viscous relaxation mechanisms 

 
The distribution is characterized by two parameters: �� (standard deviation) and �� (average). 
From a physical point of view, the value of �� gives an enhanced effect on late mechanisms, 
whereas an increase in the value of �� tends to homogenize the weights of the viscous 
mechanisms (see Fig. 2). ∆ being the interval between two relaxation times, 	�
 can be 
obtained from the definition of �(�� such as: 
 

                    n(i� = �� − �� + (� − 1�∆				with     ∆= !�"
��#�                       (3) 

 
From this definition, the weights μ of viscous mechanisms can be calculated from:  
 

                                                       μ = �
�"√& 	× exp (−)�(
�#�*�" +!,                                 (4) 

 

μi    

n(i)=log(τi)    nc    

n0    

Δ
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Once each mechanism is identified on the spectrum, it must comply with the following 
differential equation deriving from a thermodynamic potential: 
 

                                                              ξ� = �
-. )μS01σ − 	
+                                  (5)  

 

where σ is the Cauchy stress tensor and S01 is the viscoelastic compliances tensor associated 

with a viscous anisotropy tensor A01 such as S01 = A01#�: 
 

 
 
 
      S01 = 
 
 
 

 
where β!!, β!5,	β66, β77 = 2β!!G!5/E! are parameters representing material’s viscosity, and 
(E!, G�!, G!5� are stiffness modulus. 
 
3.1.2 Viscoplastic model 
 
The viscoelastic spectral model is completed with a generalized Norton-type viscoplastic 
model [14]: 
 

<��=>, @A = => − @ABBBBBBBBBB − �C(D�		with  => − @ABBBBBBBBBB = E => − @AF=> − @AG
         (6) 

 

Where F is a fourth order tensor describing the anisotropy of viscoplastic flow in shear 

loading associated with the PPS matrix. In the case of a linear kinematics hardening, the 
thermodynamic force @ associated with H is defined by @ = IH. The evolution laws derived 

from a thermodynamic potential can be written for ����	the viscoplastic strain rate and H�  the 

kinematic hardening rate: 
 

                ���� = K��� L=M#NA
=M#NABBBBBBBBB       and       H� = K��� L=M#NA

=M#NABBBBBBBBB = ����                  (7) 

 

where K��� = E ����F#�����G  is the Lagrange viscoplastic multiplier homogenous to a strain 

rate. The viscoelastic and viscoplastic model parameters can be identified from a purely 
viscoelastic creep tests, and monotonic tensile tests at different strain rates respectively. The 
parameter δ can be identified from a gradual load-unload tensile test. 
 

OP (GPa) OQ (GPa) RPQ(S� (GPa) TPQ UV(S� (MPa) WX WY Z[[ δ (MPa) \ ] 

56.5 56.5 1,35 0.04 10 4.05 6.9 0.6 400 8.4e-12 9,5 

 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the elementary ply and identified model parameters [14] 

 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 β!! E!⁄  =−β!5. _!5A E!⁄  0 0 0 

0 =−β!5. _!5A E!⁄  β!! E5⁄  0 0 0 

0 0 0 β66 G�!⁄  0 0 
0 0 0 0 β66 G�!⁄  0 
0 0 0 0 0 β77 G!5⁄  
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3.1.3 Time Discretization 
 
The previous constitutive laws have been time-discretized (backward Euler) and implemented 
into a FE code (Cast3m). For an incremental method associated with a Newton iterative 
scheme, the material state has to be calculated on a time interval [tb, tbc�] from a strain 
increment Δε, knowing the previous converging state : 

 

                                        ) σb , ξ,b Xb + + Δε 	→ 	 ( σbc� , ξbc� , Xbc� �	                                    (8) 

 

with (. �b  and (. �bc�  representing respectively the previous convergent quantities and the 
current ones. At the end of each increment, the state of the material is calculated from a 
classical return-map algorithm. It consists in assuming an elastic state, which can be followed 
by a correction phase to comply with the yield function if the latter is violated. The 

viscoplastic multiplier K����c�  is calculated by enforcing the condition 

<��i = σbc� , Xbc� , K����c� A = 0	at the end of the time step. 

 
3.2 Validation of the numerical modelling  
 
3.2.1 Monotonic tensile tests on double-notched laminates 
 
In order to validate this model, tensile tests have been carried out on double-notched 
laminates at 120°C. The experimental and numerical stress-strain responses have been 
compared (see Fig. 3a). The purpose is to evaluate the notch sensitivity (defined by kl =
>�mn�l�i >o��mn�l�i⁄ ) of C/PPS laminates. kl depends on the ability of the material to 
accommodate overstresses near the notch, and is associated with matrix ductility and 
toughness [16].  
 
 

(a) (b) 
 

(c) 

 
   

        

 

 
Figure 3. (a) Macroscopic response of double-notched laminates subjected to a monotonic tensile loading – 

Comparison of the longitudinal Green-Lagrange strain fields pCC 	at failure on double-notched laminates 

subjected to a monotonic tensile loading: (b) DIC from experimental data – (c) numerical modelling 
 
From the longitudinal Green-Lagrange strain fields (see Fig. 3b and 3c), it appears that high 
gradient structures experience specific viscous mechanisms along the ±45° oriented fibers, 
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which are instrumental in accommodating overstresses near the hole, ultimately resulting in 
lower notch sensitivity. The comparison of DIC results and numerical modelling shows that 
the longitudinal Green-Lagrange strain fields pCC	at failure are in good agreement from 
qualitative and quantitative standpoints. These results show that the numerical model 
adequately predicts the response of TP-based laminates subjected to complex stress states at 
the vicinity of Tg. 
 

(a) (b) 
 

  
 
 

Figure 4. Response of notched C/PPS laminates at 120°C: (a) creep-recovery test – (b) multi-relaxation test 
 
 
3.2 Long-term behaviour of notched laminates 
 

The response of perforated C/PPS laminates subjected to a creep-recovery loading, has been 
simulated (see Fig. 4a). Two successive creep-recovery tests were performed at 120°C and for 
stress levels equal to 40 and 80 MPa respectively, during 24 hours [14]. One quarter of the 
specimen was meshed with 960 four-node shell elements. 
 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

      
 

 
Figure 5. Comparison of the longitudinal Green-Lagrange strain fields pCC	after 24h during a creep-recovery 

tests on notched laminates at 120°C: (a) DIC from experimental data – (b) numerical modelling 
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In addition, a double-notched laminates has been subjected to a multi-relaxation loading at 
strain levels equal to 2-3-4-5-6% respectively (see Fig. 4b). The specimen was meshed with 
1350 four-node shell elements. Once again, the comparison of numerical and experimental 
results shows that the longitudinal strain fields after a 24h creep loading are in good 
agreement (see Fig. 5). The numerical model confirms that cumulative visco-elastic-plastic 
deformations develop along the ±45° oriented fibers bundles, due to the highly ductile 
behavior of PPS matrix enhanced at 120°C. From the obtained results, it appears that the 
model adequately simulates the time-dependent behaviour of high gradient structures at T>Tg. 
 
 
4. Conclusion  
 
The present work was aimed at validating the applicability of a time-dependent model in the 
case of TP-based composites at T> Tg, when most models proposed in the literature lose their 
predictive capacity. A numerical modelling consisting of a viscoelastic spectral and a 
generalized Norton-type viscoplastic formulation has been adopted. The responses of notched 
C/PPS laminates subjected to various loadings (monotonic tensile, creep-recovery and multi-
relaxation test) have been simulated. A Digital Image Correlation technique has been used to 
validate the model’s ability to predict the time-dependent response of high gradient structures 
subjected to tensile loadings. For the different tests, the comparison of DIC results and 
numerical modelling shows that the longitudinal Green-Lagrange strain fields pCC	are in good 
agreement from qualitative and quantitative standpoints. Finally, the proposed modelling 
proved to be promising to adequately predict the behavior of TP-based laminated at T> Tg, 
even in the case of structural testing. 
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